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 Quick user ’s manual domiflex, domiflex classic low,  
 domiflex low, domiflex 185, domiflex 3, adiflex 220 

Hand control

Lock function

1, 3, 4:  
All functions
enabled

2:
All hand control 
functions disabled

Key for the locking device

Locking device

Castors

Back part
upwards

Back part
downwards

Lower leg part
downwards

Lying surface
upwards

Lying surface 
downwards

Lower leg part
upwards

Important notice:
This quick user’s manual does not replace 
the assembly and operation manual of the 
nursing care bed. Please read the opera- 
tion manual carefully and pay attention to 
the safety instructions! Thank you.
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To fixate the bed at a place,  
use your foot to move  
the locking levers downwards  
on all four castors. 
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Step 3: Lower the side rails.
Attention: Both sides need to be lowered. 

Step 2: Attach the triangle handle to the hook-up loop.

Side rails

Step 1: Grab the side rail and lift it up slightly. Upper position as protection against falling:
Pull the side rails upwards until it audibly clicks into 
place on both ends.  

Step 3: The handle can be variable adjusted within a range 
of 350 mm. This allows an adjustment range between triangle 
handle and mattress of a least 550 – 850 mm.

350 mm

click! 

Lifting pole

Important note:
The safe working load of the 
lifting pole is max. 75 kg.

Step 1: Place the lifting pole in the provided  
socket at the head part and lock it in place.
Attention: Do not swivel the lifting pole outside  
of the lying surface. 

Step 2: Press the release button.
Please note: It is necessary to lift up the side rail  
slightly before you can press the release button.
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